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Introduction
ForeScout CounterACT® deployment scenario documents provide an overview of the different
approaches that can be employed when implementing CounterACT as a network visibility and access
control solution, including the advantages, potential constraints and best practices associated with
each approach. Our goal is to help your organization determine which approach best suits your
environment and security policy. Wired pre-connect is one of the various deployment scenarios
supported by ForeScout. Visit http://www.forescout.com/company/resources/ for additional
deployment scenario guides.

Purpose
This document will describe a CounterACT pre-connect solution on wired networks, including
design considerations, requirements and an overview of CounterACT operation within this
specific methodology.

Audience
This guide is intended for security managers, architects, designers and other security professionals.
It can help you determine how best to implement a CounterACT network visibility and access control
strategy for your organization, and assumes you are familiar with the following basic concepts:
• The 4 Cs of CounterACT policies
-- Classification
-- Clarification
-- Compliance
-- Control
• Physical CounterACT deployment architectures
-- Centralized
-- Distributed
-- Hybrid
• CounterACT deployment phases
-- See
-- Control
-- Orchestrate
• CounterACT endpoint inspection and management
-- Remote inspection
-- SecureConnector™
• Common data center network model concepts
-- Core layer
-- Distribution layer
-- Access layer
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About Wired Pre-Connect Deployment
Wired pre-connect deployment of ForeScout CounterACT is a network access control strategy in
which devices initially connect to a limited-access wired network, known as the assessment VLAN
(virtual local area network), while CounterACT profiles them to determine ownership and assess
compliance. Passing devices are then admitted to the production network with the appropriate access
level based on user and device properties.
ForeScout recommends that pre-connect controls should be implemented only after an initial postconnect deployment to establish device visibility, develop security policies and assess their impacts
on users. A gradual transition from post- to pre-connect control can help avoid unnecessary blockage
of authorized users due to abrupt introduction of new security policy. Incremental deployment allows
security and operations teams the necessary time to identify affected devices, measure operational
impacts and adjust policies as necessary before full enforcement begins.
CounterACT also provides the flexibility to apply different control strategies to different network
segments, as required by their risk profiles. Pre-connect control might be applied to a higher-risk
segment with greater public access, while post-connect security could be used on a more secure
segment reserved for internal users.

Advantages of this approach
Initial quarantine
A pre-connect environment reduces the risk of unwanted or unsecured devices connecting to the
network, because all devices are initially quarantined. To protect company assets, resource access
within the assessment VLAN is tightly restricted while CounterACT profiles a device. Only after a
configurable degree of inspection is the device allowed access to additional resources.

Challenges of this approach
User experience
Because devices are initially restricted to the assessment VLAN, user access to internal resources
will be limited until CounterACT policy evaluation is complete. This interval will vary based on the
number and complexity of the policies controlling network access. It is important to identify the
criteria for allowing a device full internal access. This decision is typically made following clarification
or compliance, and its timing will influence the duration of access restriction.
Pre-configuration requirement
A pre-connect deployment using pre-defined VLANs (virtual local area networks) depends on full,
upfront network segmentation and configuration. This includes not only the assessment VLAN and its
static controls, but also the network segments to which a device may be moved following assessment.
These may include role-based networks specific to certain departments, networks designed for certain
device types, or combinations of the two. Such networks must be pre-configured with the necessary
static access controls, such as ACLs (access control lists). Alternately, using CounterACT to apply a
pre-connect ACL directly to network switch ports can significantly reduce the required amount of VLAN
pre-configuration.
Fail closed
In a pre-connect model, devices start out in the assessment VLAN, a limited-access network.
CounterACT is required to inspect and profile the device before further access is allowed. This
makes CounterACT a critical security appliance for device connectivity. For this reason, pre-connect
deployment is only recommended with a redundancy plan for hardware and network failures.
Network device utilization
In a pre-connect deployment, CounterACT interoperates with network systems to allow policy-based
access for devices it knows are compliant. This contrasts with post-connect deployments where
CounterACT only acts on unknown or non-compliant systems. Because known systems greatly
outnumber those that are not, particularly as the CounterACT deployment matures, the workload
imposed on network devices can be significantly greater in pre-connect environments, and this must
be taken into consideration.
ForeScout Technologies, Inc.
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IoT and static IP devices
Because pre-connect methodology relies on VLAN changes, it can present challenges for some device
types. Many Internet of Things (IoT) devices cannot request a new IP (Internet Protocol) address
unless physically rebooted. In a pre-connect environment, these devices will be unable to re-address
themselves on the production network following inspection and identification on the assessment
VLAN. Likewise, devices with static IP addresses will not function on other VLANs.

Policy flow
Basic policy flow concepts are at the core of CounterACT policy methodology, and it is important to
understand how different deployment approaches impact the flow of policy. This section covers these
concepts as they pertain to a wired pre-connect scenario. While CounterACT discovers and profiles
devices it has not previously seen on the network, there is a built-in, configurable, 30-second delay
before the device is subjected to policy. This allows time for systems to fully boot and return accurate
external profiling results.
Classification
Classification is the first CounterACT policy to which devices are subjected. In a pre-connect model
it is particularly important to follow best practices for a clean and efficient classification policy, as this
strongly affects the time required to determine and deliver the correct level of resource access. Because
classification sets the stage for the rest of the policy set, speed is important, but accuracy is essential.
Clarification
In the second stage of CounterACT policy, devices are sorted based on ownership (corporate, employee,
partner, guest) and whether or not they are under management. Non-manageable systems that are
recognized corporate devices—VoIP (Voice over IP) phones, printers or IoT devices—are passed
immediately to control to be transitioned from the assessment VLAN to the appropriate production
network segment. Managed, corporate devices are passed to compliance. Registered guest devices may
be moved to a guest network, and non-corporate or otherwise undesired devices may remain indefinitely
in the assessment VLAN with restricted access, or have further restrictions placed on them.
Compliance
Devices are now assessed for their compliance with security policies. Those deemed non-compliant
may have remediation actions applied to them that essentially automate many security policies. If
auto-remediation succeeds, the now-compliant devices can be moved off the assessment VLAN to
the appropriate production segments. Those that fail remediation or are exempt from it by policy
are passed on to control policies. They may be left in the assessment VLAN with restricted access
or moved to a separate, less restrictive compliance quarantine configured to provide non-compliant
devices with access to remediation resources. This can reduce the security risk they might pose while
in the assessment VLAN.
Control
At this stage, profiled devices are granted full network access, moved to compliance quarantine or
given some additional but still-restricted level of resource access as dictated by policy, circumstance,
the user’s role and the device’s condition. Regardless of the initial decision, CounterACT can always
return a system to its original, restricted state if it no longer meets the security requirements of its
assigned production segment.
Timing the control decision
There are various approaches to changing a device’s access rights from a pre-connect state to a
production state. Access can be awarded (or denied) as soon as the clarification assessment is
complete, delayed until compliance assessments are complete or provisionally allowed at some
point in between. Making the move immediately after clarification expedites user access to network
resources and optimizes productivity. Waiting for full compliance makes the process more secure,
because systems are not allowed on a production network without being checked for potential risks.
Compliance policies can be included as requirements for movement off the assessment VLAN, and
many organizations opt for a practical, intermediate stance that balances security and user experience.
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USER EXPERIENCE

SECURITY

Figure 1: Production access: clarification vs. compliance

Figure 1 illustrates the interval between CounterACT’s clarification and compliance assessments and the
implications for security and user experience of making an initial access control decision at different points in
that process. Blue indicates a small user impact with few to no compliance checks. Orange indicates a strong
security stance in which compliance checks must be completed. Gray indicates that some compliance
checks have been completed. Requiring more compliance checks before awarding network access increases
both network security and the delay before connecting users can become fully productive.
When granting access to production prior to completing compliance checks (Blue – Gray area in Figure 1),
it is best practice to complete the assessment after access is granted and adjust control if needed.

Switch Integration
CounterACT integrates natively with more than 25 switch vendors’ products and provides generic
integration with Linux-based systems and, potentially, with other custom solutions. In a pre-connect
deployment, CounterACT must be able to change a device’s VLAN assignment on the switch. This
capability exists for nearly all vendors, but not when a switch is configured as a generic vendor. Always
check the switch module help file for detailed and up-to-date compatibility information.
Depending on the switch vendor, CounterACT uses various integration methods individually or in
combination, including SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol), CLI (Command Line Interface)
and NETCONF (Network Configuration Protocol). Allowing CounterACT full management access to a
switch is necessary to help ensure the most efficient use of resources when gathering data, and the
full range of potential device control options. This section describes how CounterACT will interact with
your organization’s switch framework, including the options available for device access control.

Switch integration basics
Three capabilities become important in a wired, pre-connect environment: the ability to quickly detect
a device entering the network, the ability to map IP and MAC (Media Access Control) addresses
together, and the ability to attribute a MAC address to a specific switch port. The speed at which these
functions occur plays a major role in how quickly CounterACT discovers the switch port to which a
device has connected, which is necessary for control action application.

Data gathering
Depending on the vendor, CounterACT uses SNMP, CLI, NETCONF or a combination thereof to gather
data from an organization’s switch framework, including routers and firewalls.
MAC tables
CounterACT gathers MAC tables from access layer switches and from other switches where devices are
connected or may connect. This is done at a default interval of 60 seconds (configurable per switch).
ARP tables
CounterACT gathers ARP (Address Resolution Protocol) tables from network devices that contain
ARP information, including layer 3 switches, routers and firewalls. This is done at a default interval of
600 seconds (configurable per device), and is required for CounterACT to map a device’s IP address
to a MAC address. The combination of the MAC and ARP information tells CounterACT the physical
switch port to which a device is connected, allowing it to place access controls on that port.
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Initial detection
CounterACT sees real-time devices as real-time IP addresses. In a pre-connect environment, the length
of time required to discover a device’s IP address is added to the time that device remains in the preconnect VLAN. A device without an IP address cannot be inspected, and thus cannot be evaluated by
policy. In essence, the challenge of initial detection is in how quickly CounterACT can find an IP address
when a device joins the network.
ARP table queries
Initially, CounterACT discovers IP addresses by querying ARP tables through its core integration with
switches and other network devices. This provides both the IP and MAC address for devices whose
traffic is routing throughout the network, and achieves both initial detection and IP-to-MAC address
mapping. These tables and values are rechecked at a default interval of 600 seconds. This value should
be increased if Expedite IP Discovery is enabled, or decreased if the network device being queried
has the resources to support a shorter interval. Because of the 600-second gap between queries,
CounterACT employs additional methods which serve to supplement initial discovery, identifying IP
addresses on a more immediate basis.
Mirrored traffic monitoring
CounterACT’s initial discovery process can be enhanced by using common switch vendor features that
enable mirrored traffic monitoring. This also provides CounterACT with several extra capabilities that
can be helpful in a wired pre-connect scenario, and for this reason, allowing CounterACT to monitor
mirrored network traffic is considered best-practice design. These benefits include:
• Packets sourced by an IP address, that are not currently known by CounterACT, trigger an
admission event, achieving initial detection
• Actionable, session-based properties can be created so that CounterACT can monitor and
take action on network behaviors
• Threat Protection watches for network probing and can create virtual systems to bait and
confirm malicious behavior, creating an actionable property on the attacking device
• HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) redirection allows CounterACT to force devices to a
captive portal
• ForeScout Virtual Firewall technology enables CounterACT to block systems at layer
4 of the OSI (Open Systems Interconnect) model though the use of TCP (Transmission Control
Protocol) resets
NetFlow data
In addition to monitoring mirrored traffic, CounterACT also collects NetFlow data from network devices,
providing another source of actionable, session-based properties for use in network behavior control.
Flows that show an IP address of which CounterACT was not previously aware will trigger an admission
event and initial source detection. Other advantages of mirrored traffic monitoring do not exist with
NetFlow, so it is typically used only as a supplemental data source where mirroring traffic is not possible.

Switch port detection
Switch port detection begins with the knowledge of the MAC addresses and the switch ports they
are connected to. For CounterACT to know the switch port to which a device is connected, it must
constantly communicate with your organization’s switch framework to remain apprised of ongoing
changes in MAC address connectivity.
MAC table queries
Through its core integration with switches, CounterACT queries MAC address tables on switches at
a default interval of 60 seconds. This value may be increased if SNMP traps are in use, or decreased
if they are not available and the switch can support more frequent queries.
Switch SNMP traps
Using SNMP traps is considered best practice in wired pre-connect design. The fastest way for
CounterACT to stay on top of changing connections in a switch framework is to receive MAC address
notification and both linkUp and linkDown SNMP traps from switches. This provides instant change
notification and is available with switch vendors that CounterACT supports.
ForeScout Technologies, Inc.
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IP-to-MAC address mapping
When CounterACT knows the MAC addresses on the switch framework and detects a new IP address,
it associates the unknown IP address to a known MAC address. At a basic level, this is accomplished by
querying ARP tables as discussed in previous sections, without requiring additional functionality. Other
methods to expedite this process are discussed below.
DHCP requests and replies
A common way to associate IP addresses with MAC addresses is by viewing both sides of a DHCP
(Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) conversation, which requires mirrored traffic monitoring. In
each request the connecting system announces several properties that CounterACT policy can use,
including its MAC address. The reply provides the IP address to which the connecting system has been
assigned, allowing CounterACT to correlate these addresses simultaneously with the device itself.
Expedite IP Discovery
Developed specifically to eliminate the challenge presented by the 600-second default interval for
ARP table queries, this feature allows CounterACT to configure switches in connectivity groups. When
CounterACT discovers a new MAC address within a connectivity group, it immediately interrogates
other group devices that are configured for ARP table queries. The switch containing the relevant
ARP table will aggregate the requests within a configurable 10-second interval, greatly reducing
the potential time to obtain this information. Expedite IP Discovery greatly accelerates IP address
collection by creating a targeted, as-needed discovery process.

Switch port controls
Switch integration affords CounterACT several device control options, at multiple layers of the OSI model.
Layer 1 controls
Switch block – The switch block action simply shuts a port off, effectively severing communication
over the wire as if the network cable were disconnected. While it is available when switch vendors
support it, this control is widely considered inferior due to its simple on-off nature. It is not often used
in pre-connect deployments except when changing VLANs is not possible or completely removing
a device from the network is desired. CounterACT must re-enable a port periodically to see if the
unwanted device is still connected, so a port may be disabled even after the unwanted device has
disconnected. Also, switch log reporting devices disconnect times will be inaccurate, reducing their
forensic usefulness. This action is best used only when total network restriction is necessary, and no
other options are available.
Layer 2 controls
MAC ACL – With vendors that support it, this control causes a switch to drop Ethernet frames from the
blocked device at the network edge, while retaining visibility of the device’s connectivity for immediate
release of the action when the device disconnects. Like switch block, this action is not frequently used
in pre-connect deployments, and is reserved for when the desired effect is to completely remove
network access from a device in the assessment VLAN while still observing physical connectivity.
Assign to VLAN – This is CounterACT’s preferred control action for pre-connect deployments, and it
is available on switches whose vendors support it. Devices begin in an assessment VLAN as originally
defined by the switch they connect to. After inspection and policy evaluation determine the device to
be a corporate, compliant system, CounterACT moves it into a production VLAN with fewer (or no)
restrictions. VLANs must be pre-configured and CounterACT must manage their IP address spaces.
CounterACT configuration will be much simpler if the VLAN numbering or naming conventions are
consistent on the switches, as CounterACT can employ both methods.

Summary
Before CounterACT can control the devices connecting to switches it must first manage the switches
themselves. In a pre-connect model, the speed at which CounterACT can identify the switch where
a device connects strongly affects the length of time a user’s system remains confined to the
assessment VLAN. The functions of discovering a device’s IP address immediately as it comes online,
mapping that IP address to a MAC address, and knowing which port the MAC address connects
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to contribute to the output of this equation. Ideally, the process should take no more time than is
required to evaluate a device against policy and determine whether it poses a potential threat. Finally,
the control methods used and the strategy for deploying them should be aligned with the capabilities
of the switches themselves, the security goals of the organization and the end user experience
impacts they may impose.

Notifications and Redirects
Because pre-connect methodology begins in the assessment VLAN and permits additional, internal
access after inspection, it is best practice to notify users of the reason they do not have the network
access they expect, particularly during initial deployment. The notification methods below assist in
CounterACT deployment by helping to ensure that users are aware of new security policies as they
are implemented.

Email notifications
CounterACT can send email notifications based on policy rules or sub-rules to users or groups using
custom messages and including detected device properties, inspection results, policy results or switch
information. This powerful ability puts precise, actionable knowledge immediately into the correct hands.

Managed systems
CounterACT provides multiple options for direct notification of devices under its management to inform
users of upcoming actions to address non-compliance or other device conditions. These include:
• Opening a web browser to any address
• Opening a balloon or banner notification with SecureConnector
• Sending an email to the logged-in user, providing the user can access email on the assessment
VLAN or another device

Unmanaged systems
Because CounterACT cannot take direct action on devices that it does not manage, external methods
of notification must be used. CounterACT can intercept a device’s network traffic in two different ways.
Redirects
CounterACT can intercept and therefore redirect traffic through its native ability to monitor mirrored
traffic. It can redirect traffic from a target device to either a URL (Uniform Resource Locator) on the
CounterACT appliance, or to a URL on another system. This way, the device is funneled through a
captive portal, a method frequently used to force guest systems through a mandatory registration
process as they connect. This is best used while evaluating devices before implementing the
assessment VLAN, or when there is a need to redirect systems after they have been moved from it.
DNS enforcement
DNS (Domain Name Server) enforcement lends itself very well to the nature of an assessment VLAN.
It was developed to overcome an inherent limitation in HTTP redirection—the inability to see network
traffic in some locations. With this method, CounterACT is configured as the assessment VLAN’s
primary DNS server, and it presents itself to target devices as the DNS result for queries. It redirects
the device to an internal website, effectively forcing it through a captive portal. For devices that do
not require redirection, CounterACT can simply forward to a valid DNS server, or respond with an
“unknown” result, forcing the device to its configured secondary server.

Summary
The primary method used to inform IT staff of access control actions is email notification. Managed
systems can be directly controlled to affect internal user notification, and unmanaged systems can
be redirected either through HTTP redirect or DNS enforcement to achieve external user notification.
Using notifications both before and after enabling the pre-connect environment raises security
awareness and plays a key role in a smooth CounterACT deployment.
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Wired Pre-Connect Solutions
A wired pre-connect model requires an assessment VLAN for initial device connectivity. This
section discusses the assessment environment, the challenges it introduces and ways to mitigate
those challenges.

Accelerating inspection: the SecureConnector option
Another way to expedite network access is by using SecureConnector, the optional CounterACT agent.
Because each agent is uniquely keyed to a specific instance of CounterACT, using it can eliminate the
need to prove corporate ownership through an additional device authentication against an external
user directory, such as Active Directory. CounterACT can also avoid the need for external credentials to
profile a system for compliance. SecureConnector continuously communicates a device’s policy status
to CounterACT, greatly decreasing time to compliance and network access. Because it improves both
user productivity and assessment VLAN security (by eliminating traffic to external directories), using
SecureConnector in pre-connect deployments is considered best practice.

The assessment VLAN
The goal of the pre-connect VLAN is to restrict device communication to those systems necessary for
CounterACT to determine the device’s ownership and compliance status. For this to occur, the device
must acquire an IP address and communicate with the systems that will identify and assess the device’s
status. These systems include:
• CounterACT (for ownership and compliance inspection) – Communication between the device and
appliance specifically configured to manage the device’s IP address.
• CounterACT (for DNS enforcement) – Communication between the device and appliance
specifically configured to manage the device’s IP address and other required DNS server(s).
• DHCP – For dynamic IP address provisioning as normal
• Active Directory – To validate device authentication status and ownership during remote
inspection. Communication between the device and any other user authentication directory for
Windows or other OS platforms. Note that this is not required when SecureConnector is used to
enable direct inspection.

The pre-connect ACL
The pre-connect ACL is a solution that can be laid over your existing network design without the need
to change or pre-configure VLANs. Instead of configuring an ACL as a static property of a network
segment, CounterACT can apply it directly to switch ports on a per-switch basis. The same design
considerations that apply to static ACLs also apply to a pre-connect ACL, providing two flexible
control options:
Only apply the pre-connect ACL to occupied access ports – With this option, CounterACT will wait to
see that a port has a connected device before applying the ACL. This fail-open scenario is less secure,
as there will be a variable interval (depending on many factors discussed in this document) before
CounterACT notices that a device has connected and applies the ACL to the port.
Apply the pre-connect ACL to both occupied ports and vacant access ports – With this option
selected, CounterACT will maintain the pre-connect ACL on all ports. This removes any window of
opportunity for a potential attacker to access restricted resources, but it creates an operational failclosed scenario that may necessitate a redundancy plan.
These options are set on a per-switch basis, so can vary from location to location. In either case, the
pre-connect ACL will be lifted on a port once policy dictates that a device connected to it is entitled to
unrestricted, or less restricted network access.

Switch port exclusion
Some switch ports may be unable to participate in the pre-connect control process. Examples
include ports where an IoT device or device with a static IP address has connected, as these systems
cannot re-address themselves on the network after a VLAN change. CounterACT has multiple ways
to exclude such ports from the pre-connect process, the simplest of which is to manually exempt
ForeScout Technologies, Inc.
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those with a specific alias or description. This is not the recommended process because it can entail
security risks, as devices connecting to one of these ports can bypass the pre-connect policy flow. It
is our recommendation that devices on these ports be inspected and controlled using post-connect
methodology to restrict them after they connect and as needed going forward.

VoIP VLANs
Some switch vendors can differentiate a voice VLAN and a data VLAN on a single port, and this can
create an issue with CounterACT’s VLAN reassignment process. When CounterACT grants access
to a device and moves it off the assessment VLAN, it does so by reassigning the device’s switch port
to a new network segment. The device doesn’t know that its network status has changed, or that it
needs to request a new IP address. To trigger that action, CounterACT disables and re-enables the port
as part of its normal VLAN change process. The device sees the connection go down and requests
a new IP address when it comes back online. When a voice VLAN shares the port, however, devices
using Power over Ethernet (PoE), such as a VoIP phone, will temporarily lose power. This issue can be
overcome by using SecureConnector, CounterACT’s optional software agent, which can directly force
the device to renew its DHCP lease.

Multiple devices on a port
There are other circumstances where multiple devices may connect over the same switch port. This can
occur when there are hubs or unmanageable switches on the network, or where devices connect in a
chain, one device connected to another. In these instances, changing the port’s VLAN assignment is
not an appropriate solution for modifying the network access of a single device, as connected devices
will be affected. These instances should be identified and the switch ports should be excluded.

Good known devices
One of the main challenges of pre-connect methodology is the time it takes to connect users with the
authorized network resources they need to be productive. One shortcut is to allow known systems,
identified by their MAC addresses, which have previously been granted network access, to retain it
when reconnecting to the network. In this approach, CounterACT maintains trust for offline devices
whose ownership and compliance status have been previously assessed, and immediately changes
their VLAN to allow access on reconnect. CounterACT still performs a post-connect inspection, and
returns a device to the assessment VLAN if it finds changes in security status. While this shortcut
does introduce a degree of risk to a pre-connect model, it offers an efficient way to improve the user
experience. CounterACT retains device details for a configurable offline interval. The default (and
recommended) value is three days.

An Architectural Example
Figure 2 shows a typical hybrid deployment, providing a basic overview of how CounterACT will
interface with switches.
REMOTE SITE 1

REMOTE SITE 2

SWITCHES

SWITCHES

SNMP/CLI
SNMP/CLI

CORE

SNMP/CLI

SNMP/CLI

SNMP/CLI
APPLIANCE
CONNECTION

SWITCHES
DATA CENTER

SWITCHES
REGIONAL SITE

Figure 2: Switch communications
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Sample policy flow
Figure 3 depicts a typical high-level flow of the basic CounterACT policy set, illustrating a device
connecting to the production network and the circumstances under which it may gain normal
network access.
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End
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Figure 3: A sample wired pre-connect policy flow

In this policy flow sequence, CounterACT first detects a new device connecting to the network in the
assessment VLAN, and then determines the device type (classification). Next, CounterACT determines
whether the device is owned by the organization (clarification). If so, CounterACT moves to compliance
checks and grants production VLAN access once compliance is verified. If non-compliant, CounterACT
moves the device to a dedicated compliance quarantine VLAN for remediation and notifies IT staff.
Guest devices and BYOD (Bring Your Own Device) are checked for registration credentials and moved
to the production VLAN if approved and accepted. Unknown systems are removed from the network
completely with a direct action to deny access.

Switch communication
Figure 4 shows a typical communications sequence. As a device connects to a switch, CounterACT
interacts with the switch fabric and the device itself, and the device is moved off the assessment VLAN.
SNMP traps are configured on the switch device in this example.
The sequence of events and communications in this example are as follows:
1.

A device connects to an access switch port, which is by default configured on the assessment
VLAN.

2. The access switch sends an SNMP trap to CounterACT, which is now aware of a new MAC
address online and the port to which it is connected.
3. The device communicates through the network and the core switch sees its traffic.
4. CounterACT monitors mirrored traffic from the core switch and sees the device’s IP address.
5. CounterACT profiles the device’s IP address to determine what it is, and begins policy evaluation
to ascertain ownership and compliance.
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Figure 4: Switch communication flow

6. Simultaneously, CounterACT queries the relevant ARP table residing on either the same device
or a separate network device using Expedite IP Discovery, mapping the known MAC address and
switch port to the IP address that is being profiled.
7.

CounterACT changes the VLAN on the switch port to allow the device on the production
network, provided the device meets the clarification and compliance policy criteria.

Environment Requirements
This section provides an overview of what must be in place for the wired pre-connect scenario to
operate successfully within an enterprise network.

CounterACT requirements
CounterACT must have the ability to read ARP and MAC address tables from switches and routers.
This requires the Switch plugin, a core component that is supplied with a basic CounterACT install. The
latest release should always be used to help ensure access to the full range of available features. Each
switch must be added into the plugin, a process that is covered in more detail later in this document.

Customer environment requirements
When integrating CounterACT with the existing switch framework, it may be necessary to configure
the following items, depending on switch capabilities and the features required to achieve the
desired outcome:
• SNMP access to switches
• CLI access to switches
• SNMP trap configuration to CounterACT to speed discovery of connecting devices
• Pre-configured VLANs, including the assessment VLAN and production VLANs to which
CounterACT will be reassigning devices

Configuring CounterACT
Configuring CounterACT to interact with switches and provide controls in a pre-connect model is
a straightforward process. Configuration instructions may vary with Switch plugin versions, and
specific instructions are provided in the Switch plugin help file, which is accessible directly from the
CounterACT management software.
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• Enter the IP address of the switch
• Select the managing appliance
-- To reduce dependencies it is best practice to, wherever possible, assign switches to the
same appliance that manages the network ranges it may connect to
• Select the switch vendor
• Enter CLI management credentials
• Enter SNMP version and management credentials
• Enter permissions
-- Enable discovery permissions
-- Enable MAC permissions when the network device contains relevant MAC tables
-- Enable ARP permissions when the network device contains relevant ARP tables

The CounterACT console
Figure 5 depicts the Switch plugin configuration screen, showing switches managed by
CounterACT. From here you can see alerts showing configuration issues and edit or test individual
or groups of switches.

Figure 5: The Switch plugin configuration screen

Figure 6 shows permissions for an individual switch. Network devices managed by CounterACT
should have both the read and write checkboxes selected for (i) MAC if devices connect to it, (ii)
ARP if it serves as a gateway for networks, and (iii) both MAC and ARP if applicable. Except in rare
circumstances, allowing CounterACT to automatically use SNMP, CLI or NETCONF helps to ensure that
the most efficient method is used for the specific query or command being performed. Checkboxes,
from top to bottom, do the following:
• Enable CDP (Cisco Discovery Protocol)/LLDP (Link Layer Discovery Protocol)/FDP (Foundry
Discovery Protocol) to automatically detect new switches as they are connected to the network
• Enable MAC read permissions, allowing CounterACT to query the device’s MAC table
• Enable MAC write permissions, allowing CounterACT to perform blocking actions on switch ports
• Enable ARP read permissions, allowing CounterACT to query the device’s ARP table
• Enable ARP write permissions, allowing CounterACT to clean up duplicate ARP entries
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Figure 6: Configuring switch permissions

Finally, in the advanced settings, the default VLAN for the switch is configured to be the assessment
VLAN, by either VLAN ID or name. This helps to ensure that vacant ports are set to the assessment
VLAN, eliminating the need to change them manually.

Special situation configurations
CounterACT offers some additional features and capabilities that can be configured to support switch
management and control development for certain situations.
Switch auto discovery
To help operators stay on top of a growing environment where new network devices are added
regularly, CounterACT has the ability to detect new switches as they are added and connected to the
existing switches it currently manages. This makes it easier to verify continuous switch integration
across the enterprise. Based on the vendor, this is done with CDP, FDP or LLDP.
VoIP detection
In order to effectively build wired pre-connect control policies in organizations where VoIP phones are
in use, CounterACT can use this property to identify which switch ports have VoIP phones on them.
This information can be used, for example, in a control policy to apply different actions to ports with
and without a VoIP phone.
PoE-connected device
CounterACT can obtain this property from select vendors’ switch ports. It can be used, for example, to
help identify device types such as VoIP phones in the classification policy, or simply as an information
policy that shows what VoIP phone models are on the network, and where. Similar to VoIP detection,
these properties can be used to fine-tune wired post-connect control policies.
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For More Information
This completes our overview of design considerations and best practice tips for
deploying ForeScout CounterACT in a wired pre-connect scenario. For additional
information on this deployment scenario or other network visibility and access
control strategies based on CounterACT, current ForeScout customers should
contact ForeScout Customer Support. Other interested parties should visit http://
www.forescout.com/contact-us/.

Learn more at
www.ForeScout.com
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